Surface Behavior of BSA/Water/Carbohydrate Systems from Molecular Polarizability Measurements.
The effect of the presence of glucose and sucrose on the nonintrinsic contribution to partial molar volume ⟨Θ⟩ni of bovine serum albumin (BSA) is determined by means of static and dynamic electronic polarizability measurements. For that aim, a combined strategy based on high-resolution refractometry, high exactitude densitometry, and synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy is applied. Both static and dynamic mean electronic molecular polarizability values are found to be sensitive to the presence of glucose. In the case of sucrose, the polarizability of BSA is not appreciably affected. In fact, our results revealed that the electronic changes observed occurred without a modification of the native conformation of BSA. On the contrary, a nonmonotonous behavior with the concentration is observed in presence of glucose. These results advocate the influence of the electronic polarization on the repulsive and attractive protein-carbohydrate interactions. An analysis using the scaled particle theory indicates that the accumulation of glucose on the protein surface promotes dehydration. Inversely, hydration and preferential exclusion occur in the vicinity of the protein surface for sucrose-enriched systems.